
HIAB REMOTE CONTROL
RETROFITS
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With HIAB CLX, you already have the industry’s best manual steering, with great lifting and loading 
performance that gives you truly efficient operation. However, it’s possible to achieve still greater 
control over your crane. Today you can make your existing HIAB equipment easier to use, with 
better precision and added safety for your operators.

* HIAB XS Drive and XS Drive Lite are designed only for CLX manual
cranes and are not suitable for cranes produced by other 
manufacturers or for older HIAB models.

The solution is a retrofit with a HIAB XS Drive remote  
control system. Lightweight and ergonomic, they make 
every job go faster, so your fleet can be more productive 
than ever before. And because it’s original technology from 
HIAB, you get all the performance you expect – and  
then some.

Increased productivity
XS Drive Lite makes it easier than ever to control your  
HIAB crane. You steer the crane from the best possible 
vantage point for new levels of precision, and the simple 
controls ensure an ultra-quick and ultra-smooth response. 
Every job becomes quicker, allowing you to do even more. 

Increased safety and comfort
Having the best point of view also means you can carry 
out work more safely. And that’s just the beginning. In 
addition to being among the market’s lightest remote 
controls, HIAB’s XS Drive systems feature a truly 
ergonomic design that provides a more comfortable 
working environment. After long days with heavy loads, 
your back will thank you.
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HIAB REMOTE CONTROL RETROFITS 

Increased autonomy
By switching to remote control, it’s possible for just one 
person to do it all. A single operator can attach a load, 
handle it and deliver it from A to B without any added 
assistance or support. So your operators gain more  
than greater precision. They get greater independence.

Increased reliability
Only XS Drive systems are designed to transform CLX 
manually controlled cranes into radio remote controlled 
equipment*. Unlike other solutions on the market, there’s 
no risk of incompatibility nor the need to adapt third-party 
technology to fit your crane. Like all HIAB equipment, it’s 
built to perform specifically with your needs in mind.

HIAB offers two retrofit remote control options to match 
the way you use your equipment. For cranes that are only 
used for hook operation, the extra compact XS Drive Lite 
consists of four levers with all the functionality you need. 
Cranes that require tool operation can meet higher  
demands with the six-lever standard XS Drive system. 


